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@ NY Times story 11/26/’63 announced by Wade that map was found that 

Oswald had used to lay out JFK’s route preparatory to his planned assassination . . 

.This is the map that LHO used for job searching in Dallas. . .later admitted by the 

FBI. The one who pushed this was Wade. .. Wade announced that DL PD raised a 

palm print off of K1 (this was the one Day lifted off the Oswald corpse on 11/24 at 

the Miller funeral home. ...F.12/Item 2 

@ The Oswald stool sample based on chicken bones found on the 6" floor. . . F. 

12/item 3. 

@ Language from Wm Greider re: how govt really works. .. language might be 

useful. . .F 12/item 4 

@ Note Houston attorney, Ben G. Levy, argued that Oswald was nailed to the 

cross without due process... Notes “Oswald was nailed to the cross”... .F. 

12/item 5. 

@ Dallas Morning News 11/25/’63 Goes into the map laying out the path of the 

bullets... .F. 12/item 6. .. 

@. DiEugenio piece on Buggsie. This deals with Watkins reversal of Wade 

convictions. .. .Wade’s approach to convictions. .. F. 12/item 7 

@ Hal’s analysis of Holmes on Oswald in interviews. . .*** Some good 

stuff/review carefully. .. Oswald under interrogation. . .comes off favorably by 

Holmes’ account. . .F. 12/item 8... .good stuff/Holmes is a fair source... 

@ Check piece by Griggs on backyard photos F. 12/item 9 (have not read yet). 

@ Brennan’s classic (best account of Oswald at window). . . all recorded by FBI 

105-82555-505 (section 21)... This is the most detailed... how much was 

interpolated by recording agents Thompson and Lish. The date is 

11/23/'63*****key re: Brennan 

@ on Molina. This is the most concentrated material on Molina. Should | make a 

separate file on him???? Begin w/ this document. F12/item 11
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@ Oswald as suspect in JFK case as early as 1:30 -2:15 P.M. 62-109060-6028 . . 

.See Day note that Drain took possession of all evidence (exact time not clear), F. 

12/item 12. 

@ Statement by (affidavit) by Ruth Paine’s husband (Michael?). He was not aware 

of the “rifle” wrapped in the blanket in his garage. .. .He thought it was tenting 

equipment... .pretty weak..... Did LHO have a rifle in the garage? If he did how 

did it (or he) get it there. .. .who packed it when Marina closed down apt in New 

Orleans. .. .Check w/Meagher on this. . .Dallas Municipal Archives and Record 

Center. (DMARC) box 2, folder 02, 0459-001. F. 12/item 13 

@ Statement by Truly re: Oswald missing from TSBD. . . implied Lee was only one 

missing from TSBD. .. DMARC box 02, folder 02, 0487-001. 

@ Statement by Holmes 100-10461-1A72 F.12/item 16. Marry this w/ Hal on 

Holmes above at item 7 above in Folder 12... read careful. 

@ Piece by Griffith on LHO’s location on 11/22 at noon time. .. .Did not read but 

be sure to review before writing. F.12/item 18... .Read... 

@ Hal notes Hoover to Rowley 11/23 w/ results of FBI inquiry into the case 

(source here is Armstrong. . but no page given). See attached Hal note. Needs 

development. F 12/item 19 

@ Howard Roffman essay dealing with the Dallas PD ***** Read carefully/ 

appears to have vital info. . .F. 12/item


